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Abstract
Purpose – In difficult geographical zones (mountain, intra-cities areas, etc.), many shippers, from small and
medium enterprises to individuals, may demand delivery of different food products ( fresh, refrigerated, frozen, etc.)
in small quantities. On the other side, carrier companies wish to use their vehicles optimally. Taking into account the
perishability constraints (short-shelflife, temperature limits, etc.) of the transported food products and environmental
constraints (pollution, carbon impact) while consolidatingmultiple kinds of food products to use vehicles optimally is
not achieved by current transportation planning solutions. The purpose of this paper is to present an interoperable
solution of a marketplace, formed by shippers and carriers, dedicated to the schedule of food transport orders.
Design/methodology/approach – This transportation planning system named Interoperable-Pathfinder,
Order, Vehicle, Environment and Supervisor (I-POVES) is an interoperable multi-agent system, based on the
SCEP (supervisor, customer, environment and producer) model (Archimede and Coudert, 2001). Ontologies
are developed to create the planning marketplace comprising demands and offers from different sources
(multiple shippers and carriers).
Findings – A hierarchy ontology for food products. A transporter system ontology. A global ontology that
contains all shared concepts used by local ontologies of both shippers and carriers. I-POVES an interoperable
model, which facilitates collaboration between carriers and their shippers through its active agents.
Practical implications – I-POVES is tested on a case study from the TECCAS Poctefa project, comprising
transport and food companies from both sides of the Pyrenees (France and Spain).
Originality/value – There has been much work in the literature on the delivery of products, but very few on
the delivery of food products. Work related to delivery of food products focuses mostly on timely delivery for
avoiding its wastage. In this paper, constraints related to food products and to environment (pollution and
carbon impact) of transport resources are taken into account while planning the delivery.
Keywords Ontology, Interoperability, Food perishability constraints, Multi-agents systems,
Transportation planning
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
In the transportation domain, distribution of large volumes is receiving greater attention
(Ulku, 2012). Many efforts are being made for proposing solutions of transportation
displacements concerning distribution to faraway locations in large quantities, and food
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products are not an exception (Hallman et al., 2015). Bringing food products from distinct
regions across the countries and continents has become a regular routine in today’s time.
Consumers find products not grown or produced locally but brought in from distinct areas,
making food business a global phenomenon.

Several solutions are developed and used efficiently by big distributor companies to
bring food products in large quantities, using the capacity of large vehicles
optimally (Chopra and Meindl, 2007). But when it comes to intra-cities transportation,
or more generally geographically difficult zones, many small and medium enterprises
located in these zones demand delivery in small quantities. Thus, food products are
delivered in large quantities at the distribution centers located on the outskirts but
close to these zones, from where they are transported in smaller quantities to the
customers situated within those zones and vice versa. Big vehicles do not enter in these
zones, they unload the products at the distribution center located at the beginning of city
premises, from where products are delivered by small vehicles in small quantities
(Caenegem et al., 2015). Such distribution is called as hub-and-spoke distribution
(Bryan and O’Kelly, 1999).

The problem of using transport resources optimally in these zones becomes a crucial
issue, because vehicle should not be loaded with less number of products than its full
capacity (less than truckload (LTL) distribution) (Ulku, 2012; Hübner et al., 2016).
Many small product delivery orders need to be shared (order sharing) or grouped for
delivery (capacity sharing) in order to minimize the number of travelings, cost and
especially environmental pollution (Yao and Song, 2013). This problem worsens when the
transport orders concern perishable products.

However, in contrast to other products, food products, due to their perishability, bring
more distribution constraints as weather conditions, tight schedule, short-shelflife, etc.
(Wagner and Meyr, 2015). Due to that, food products can be categorized into different kinds
like frozen, refrigerated, fresh, etc. with their respective constraints and different
temperature requirements.

Therefore, transportation planning must take into account both food’s perishability and
vehicle’s capacity with its temperature maintaining limits in order to consolidate orders.
Transports are realized by specialized transport companies commonly known as third-party
logistics (3PL) (Marasco, 2008; Mehmann et al., 2016) offering delivery services to their
clients. These carriers may propose to deliver the order of same client, forming a competitive
environment. They also require to collaborate with other carriers in order to deliver the
products outside their limited operational territory.

In this context, both shippers and carriers together form a collaborative environment,
which can be called a marketplace for transport services. Forming this marketplace involves
a good understanding of information exchanged between shippers and carriers and between
various carriers, especially about locations, food product constraints (short-shelflife),
transport resource type (vehicle, train, plane), etc. Every entity in the marketplace has its
own management system and standards. Hence, an interoperable mechanism is required to
understand and transform heterogeneous information between these systems and achieve
the collaboration.

This paper presents a solution of a transport marketplace to realize the schedules of
transports for the delivery of food products achieved by the collaboration of heterogeneous
shippers and carriers systems in difficult geographical zones.

In Section 2, the state of the art related to collaborative transportation planning is
discussed. The adequacy of the SCEP (supervisor, customer, environment and producer)
model for transportation is presented in Section 3. Section 4 details the proposed extension
of the SCEP model named Interoperable-Pathfinder, Order, Vehicle, Environment and
Supervisor (I-POVES). Section 5 is dedicated to the application of I-POVES on a case study
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extracted from the TECCAS project. Section 6 presents the limitations of the proposed
approach and future perspective. Finally, this paper ends with conclusion including the
future perspectives.

2. Literature review
Literature on collaborative transportation planning can be categorized into two main
research areas: order sharing and capacity sharing (Verdonck et al., 2013). In order sharing,
carriers combine and exchange delivery orders, while participating vehicles remain
unchanged and they are located at specific locations (depots), where they start and
terminate the delivery route. In capacity sharing, carriers tend to cooperate on sharing
vehicle capacities. In contrast to order sharing, capacity sharing carriers maintains the
confidentiality by not communicating the customer order information to other carriers.
Carrier may reserve only capacity of other carriers and each carrier is solely responsible for
its own order set. A detailed literature review on order sharing and capacity sharing is
presented in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Order sharing
Order sharing can be further classified into two techniques: joint route planning and
auction-based mechanisms (Verdonck et al., 2013).

2.1.1 Order sharing through joint route planning. In this technique, all customer orders
are gathered in a central repository and efficient routing algorithms are applied to process
those orders simultaneously (Cruijssen and Salomon, 2004; Cruijssen et al., 2007).

Cruijssen and Salomon (2004) considered the collaborative transportation network with
multiple transporters and customers comprising a distribution center and many customer
locations for delivery. This study focuses on comparing transportation costs of individual
transporter with costs of the system in joint route planning formulated with the vehicle
routing problem (VRP).

Similarly, Cruijssen et al. (2007) proposed the VRP with a time windows (VRPTW)-based
framework to calculate the synergy value by joint route planning. In the considered
transportation network, two nodes are connected by an arc with a certain Euclidian
distance, where travel time considering these distance values is used to calculate the
synergy values. An appropriate heuristic is constructed to minimize the number of routes.
Another variant of VRP is multi-depot pickup and delivery problem (MDPDP) under time
windows (MDPDPTW) as described in the VRP (Krajewska et al., 2008). MDPDP can be
formulated as a directed Graph G¼ (V,A), where V is the vertex set consisting of depots,
pickup and delivery locations (D) and A is the arc set. To solve this problem, heuristic shifts
from current solution to neighborhood solutions performing several removal and insertion
operations to find out the vehicle routes, minimizing the total costs while respecting time
windows. For the same MDPDPTW problem in a collaborative work comes the work of
Dahl and Derigs (2011), who proposed sharing carriers in a dynamic environment for
express customer orders.

On the contrary, to formulate the problem as a VRP, Liu et al. (2010) formulated the joint
route planning as arc routing problems (ARP), a variant of VRPs in which vehicles are
assigned to traverse certain arcs rather than certain nodes. Similarly a capacitated arc
routing problem takes into consideration that order assigned to a vehicle for a route should
not exceed its capacity (Golden and Wong, 1981).

2.1.2 Order sharing through auction-based mechanisms. In auction-based order sharing
mechanisms, each carrier decides which customer requests need to be shared with other
carriers in order to maximize the profit.
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Song and Regan (2004) proposed an auction-based request allocation mechanism based
on combinatorial auctions. When a carrier receives a new customer order, it checks the
profitability of the order to serve it by itself. If not, the carrier sets a reservation price and
opens it for bidding from cooperating partners. The reservation price refers to the maximum
value that the carrier is willing to pay to a partner carrier for the execution of the order.
The other carriers then propose the bids with cost if they can execute it. Finally, the request
originating carrier compares the bids and chooses the lowest bid if satisfactory.

Similarly, Figliozzi (2006) also proposed reservation prices to share the customer
requests. However, his request assignment focuses on incentive compatible collaborative
mechanisms (CMS). In CMS, collaborating carriers have to submit the delivery cost honestly
corresponding to reservation cost in auction. It means that no carrier will pay more than its
proposed reservation cost.

Krajewska and Kopfer (2006) proposed a three-steps-based allocation procedure using
combinatorial auctions and game theory. In the first step, each carrier tries to calculate the cost of
delivery by using its own available resources. In the second step, customer orders are exchanged
in order to calculate the profit for entire collaborating partners. In the third step, matrix auction is
created to identify the profitable delivery plans and sharing profits among the partners.

Similarly, Schwind et al. (2009) also proposed a combinatorial auction-based order
exchange method in the context of the medium-sized logistics company, each operating in a
certain region. As the delivery regions of these companies overlap, delivery costs can be
reduced by sharing the orders.

Berger and Bierwirth (2010) also used combinatorial auction but are more
concerned about information sharing. Here the collaboration is considered by means
of centralized and decentralized manner for accounting the information sharing. In a
centralized mean, all the customer requests are shared, while in a decentralized way,
carrier chooses which requests to share and which not to share. They demonstrated that
for information sharing, a decentralized method is superior for maintaining the
confidentiality; however, a centralized method surely produces more profitable results.

Dai and Chen (2011) proposed order sharing on two decisions-based problem. The first
decision is to choose requests that a carrier does not wish to serve and the second decision is
to choose requests that are desirable to serve.

Wang and Kopfer (2014) proposed a combinatorial auction-based method for the
allocation of orders, where participating logistics providers share complete vehicle routes
instead of random group of single transport requests.

2.2 Capacity sharing
Instead of sharing customers’ requests, carriers may share their vehicle’s capacities through
cooperation in order to better utilize their vehicle resources and maximize the profit.
Agarwal and Ergun’s (2010) work on capacity sharing problems for a fleet of ships can be
treated in the same ways as trucks. Initially, the delivery routes are determined considering
the customer request, then appropriate ships are allocated to those routes to improve
capacity utilization. For optimal results, individual shipper company’s ship is replaced by
the combined fleet of collaborating shippers. Ship scheduling and route determination is
formulated as a mixed-integer linear program.

Hern’andez et al. (2011) studied the capacity sharing problem as a dynamic LTL carrier
collaboration for minimizing the route costs. They named this problem as a deterministic
dynamic single carrier collaboration problem, because they take into consideration that each
carrier uses its own capacity for the delivery before sharing it with other carriers.
This problem is formulated as linear integer programming with an objective function and
the goal is to minimize the total cost of the carrier.
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In contrast to minimizing the cost in capacity sharing problem, maximizing the profit
instead is studied by Houghtalen et al. (2011). In this context, two approaches are proposed:
limited control model and strict control model. In a limited control model, each individual
carrier has limited control over other carriers as well as the limited use of vehicle capacity.
In a strict control program, a single carrier has total control of other carrier’s decisions as it
can include other carrier’s order as per its desire. In comparison, the limited control model
seems to be feasible as the strict control model leads to inconsistencies.

Sprenger and Mönch (2011) studied the vehicle’s capacity sharing at an intermediate
distribution center in order to reduce delivery costs and use the loading capacity optimally.
First, they decomposed the problem into VRP sub-problems. Second, they used greedy
heuristic and ant colony optimization to solve those sub-problems.

A different approach on capacity sharing is presented by Fischer et al. (1996). They
studied the capacity sharing in MARS environment. MARS stands for Modeling
Autonomous Cooperating Shipping companies system, modeling the cooperative planning
for logistics companies. The distinguish feature of this approach is that instead of
companies scheduling the order, truck owners themselves take the decision. The decision is
made through the process of auction and negotiation between the carriers offering the free
space and other carriers to decide to accept the offer or not.

Reviewing both the collaboration techniques it can be deduced that through exchange
of customer requests, carriers find an increase in the capacity usage, efficient resource
management and reduction in total cost, while with capacity sharing, carriers find capital
profit sharing and better rates of utilization of vehicles. Considering the literature, one of
the future directions proposed is combining order sharing with capacity sharing. Dai and
Chen (2012) suggested such approach for logistics collaboration in which both customer
orders and vehicle capacities are combined together. In their work, freight forwarder
serves as a decision maker based on the information collected for all the customer orders,
vehicle capacities and transportation costs. They formulated the problem as a
mixed-integer programing model.

Our approach also combines the characteristics of both order sharing and capacity
sharing, which uses incremental auction-based mechanism for order assignment and
construct the transportation network based on the ARP problem, where routes are already
defined for vehicles with fixed capacities. Therefore, traditional planning operation research
methods (heuristics, fuzzy logic, linear integer programming, etc.) are not applicable in this
scenario. As an alternative to these approaches, several distributed planning approaches are
developed with agent technology (Kalina et al., 2015) and most of the agent approaches are
based on the Contract-Net protocol (Liang and Kang, 2016). Using the Contract-Net protocol,
an announcement concerning a task to perform is sent within the multi-agent system.
Bids are made by the agents capable of performing the task. The bids are collected
and compared, and a contract is made with the agent which has made the best proposal.
A well-known agent system is iCOMAS (cooperative multi-agent systems) (Sprenger and
Mönch, 2011), whose framework proposes decomposing overall transportation problems
into sub-problems and solve those sub-problems on an autonomous basis, but it lacks the
determination of effect of decomposition on overall problems. Cooperation of humans and
intelligent agents for auctioning in transportation logistics is implemented in a platform
developed by CWI (National Research Center for Mathematics and Computer Science,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and VOS logistics companies (Nijmegen, The Netherlands)
(Robu et al., 2011). The Living Systems/Adaptive Transportation Networks system
(Neagu et al., 2006) uses agent techniques (mostly constraint-reasoning type techniques) for
dynamic transport optimization. The Magenta system (Skobelev et al., 2007) is another such
system, which explores the use of swarm-based optimization techniques (Dorigo et al., 2008).
The multi-agent based load consolidation system (Baykasoglu and Kaplanoglu, 2011)
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proposes grouping multiple orders together in a vehicle, but transport order agent is bound
to accept the proposition from one truck agent. The limitation of the Contract-Net protocol in
above systems is that an order is usually planned operation by operation without any
competition with the other orders, which is one of the requirements of the transport
marketplace. In a marketplace, customers need to compete with each other to get the best
transport resource. Apart from these systems, the SCEP multi-agent system (Archimede and
Coudert, 2001) insists on competition between customers as well as it institutes such
marketplace for services. It proposes that the producer agents represented services of
producers for the clients represented as customer agents. Customer agent demands the
realization of a project, constituting a sequence of tasks to realize where each task précises
the service to be realized. This mechanism between the agents is based on the auction
mechanism. It is used in the context of production planning, where services are associated
with the production activities. This is also used in the context of maintenance planning and
cooperation of maintenance and production planning and has illustrated its generic nature.
Therefore, the adequacy of the SCEP model for the considered transportation problem needs
to be studied in order to find the limitations for the improvement (Figure 1).

2.3 Adequacy of SCEP model for our transportation problem
SCEP models the functioning of a marketplace, where services are negotiated between
suppliers, providing these services, and customers, wishing to carry out projects requiring
these services. To achieve that, suppliers must define the characteristics of services they
offer in terms of aptitude degree, cost and quality, while customers have, for each project,
to define their objective, in terms of expected time, cost and quality, as well as all the
required services with their temporal and structural constrains needed to achieve them.
SCEP has been used with success in the context of the distributed production
(Archimede et al., 2014) and maintenance planning (Archimede and Coudert, 2001), where
all required services of a project are known in advance (concept of routing) and associated
with well-defined production services (turning, milling, etc.) and of systematic, conditional
or curative maintenance services (cleaning, repair, oil changes, etc.), realized by (or on)
not movable resources (machine, manufacturing cell, etc.).

In order to use this model for the considered transportation problem, a transport service
can be defined as a non-stop elementary displacement of transport resources (truck, boat, etc.)
between two locations. Therefore, it is impossible for customers to specify in advance for a
transport order, the route, the mode of the transport and all the necessary services to be used.
Furthermore, it is necessary to take into account the operational area of carriers, their specific
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constraints for the mobility of transport resources and additional constraints induced by the
transported entities including perishable food products, which are not handled in SCEPmodel.
Reduction in cost and environmental impact leads to find the best possible mechanism of
using transport capacity optimally through cooperation via transshipment hub between
carriers operating on close geographic areas. In this distributed context, forecasting schedules
require consideration of interoperability issues due to the heterogeneity of collaborating
partners planning systems, which are not presently taken into account by the SCEP model.

By taking into account above limitations of SCEP for transportation issues (transport
network, food product constraints, pollution and cost minimization and interoperability),
it can be constituted that the SCEP model provides the basic structure of the marketplace
but requires evolution to cope with above limitations. Therefore, authors evolve the SCEP
model into a new generic model I-POVES which overcomes SCEP’s limitations and is
presented in next section.

3. I-POVES multi-agent model
I-POVES as shown in Figure 2 is composed of six basic components: supervisor agent,
environment, virtual shipper (VS) agent, virtual carrier (VC) agent, pathfinder agent and a
global ontology. An ontology provides a shared vocabulary (terminologies) and
relationships, which can be used to model a knowledge domain (Gruber, 1993). In order
to ensure interoperability, all agent components communicate with each other using a
shared or (common) global ontology, modeling the knowledge domain of transportation
and food product related concepts. Environment and supervisor agents have the same
functioning as in the SCEP model. Environment is the blackboard for exchanging the
information between active components. It simulates the ground for marketplace.
Supervisor agent is responsible for managing the marketplace. It controls the access to
Environment. Finally, pathfinder agent is responsible for determining the dynamic routing
for transport orders.

The SCEP model establishes relationships in a marketplace between customer agents
(each managing a single project) and producer agents (each managing one resource).
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Similarly, I-POVES model establishes collaboration between VS agents (each manages
transport orders of one shipper) and VC agents (each manages transport resources of one
carrier enterprise). Shipper defines several transport orders using terms expressed into his
own local product ontology. Similarly, a carrier operates in a limited geographical area,
manages a fleet of vehicles and uses its own local ontology to describe vehicles
characteristics and transportation network.

3.1 Definition of transport services
Unlike most of the production and maintenance resources, transport resources are cumulative,
such as industrial ovens, meaning that their loading has to be constituted of compatible
products. Additionally, defining an elementary displacement service as a non-stop travel
between two locations is not sufficient to take into account existing incompatibilities between
two types of products. It is, for example, inconceivable to transport goats and cabbage in the
same compartment. In such kind of marketplace, the definition of transport services must
take into account not only the origin and destination of the elementary displacement but also
the characteristics of the transport resources. These characteristics should allow transport
resources to easily identify products that can be loaded. This definition is based on a mapping
mechanism between product and carrier ontologies.

Product ontology which is part of the shipper’s system can be represented in the form of a
hierarchy of categories (an example of a product ontology is shown in Figure 3). Top category
is food (A0), which has further sub-categories (A1, A2, A3, etc.) and each sub-category has
further sub-categories (A11, A21, A21, A31, A32, etc.). Finally, leaves in the hierarchy are
instances, each representing a product. Each top to bottom category has its own
characteristics; however, each category combines the characteristics of its sub-categories.

An example of carrier ontology is shown in Figure 4. It consists of the characteristics of
transport resources. Any carrier wanting to adhere with I-POVES must model its ontology
and VC dedicated for I-POVES. The VC defines transport services by integrating the
product ontology with its local ontology.

A transport service is defined with origin, destination and product type, and have a
syntax defined as “FromoOriginWTooDestinationWForoProductTypeW”. Through
mapping between previous carrier and product ontologies, following transport services are
defined: FromOToBForA2, FromOToBForA22, FromOToBForA2, FromOToBForP1,
FromBToCForA22, FromBToCForP1, FromCToDForA22, FromEToFForP1.

Thing

A0. Food

A1. Frozen A2. Refrigerated A3. Normal

A21. Grains A32. DryFruits

P2. Pistaches

A21. FruitsA22. Dairy

P1. Yogurt

Class Instance

A11. Icecream

Figure 3.
Example of a

product ontology
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Alignment between these two ontologies is achieved in this work by using a semantic-based
similarity algorithm proposed by Karray et al. (2010). This similarity algorithm applies three
techniques for mapping, terminological, internal structure and extensional. In I-POVES,
the authors used the terminological technique and implemented it using Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) (Horrocks et al., 2003) rules.

If a transport service is defined with a product category, then all its sub-categories can
be consolidated. For example, for a category A2, products of type A21 and A22 can be
consolidated. If a transporter resource cannot consolidate all the sub-categories of a
category, then separate transport services for each product category (or a product itself )
for that transport resource are defined. Product category ontology is incorporated in the
global ontology residing in the core of I-POVES (shown later). Carrier ontology is
explained in detail in Memon et al. (2014) and Memon (2014). Transport services of all the
carriers adhering to I-POVES are sent through VC(s) to the pathfinder agent, to build
the dynamic routing for transport orders. Based on that information, pathfinder
constructs a complete network graph comprising of geographical locations associated
with these transport services (Memon et al., 2014) from which the routing of each transport
order is built.

3.2 Collaboration method
The collaboration method is based on the SCEP auction mechanism depicted in the study of
Archimede and Coudert (2001). However, in order to best understand the following two
sections, main characteristics of the auction will be recalled. The auction process contains
several repeated cycles. However, only one cycle of auction is presented here.

The VS and VC agents get into negotiation mode. Each VS does the planning of all of its
tasks (each task precise the transport service to be realized) optimistically: at the earliest with
infinite capacity (without worrying about the actual vehicles capacities and availability).
This planning gives, for each task, its wished position (WP), composed of required transport

Milk
Cheese

Dairy-product
Dairy-products
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Food_type

Owl: thing

Vehicle

Temperature

Trajectory
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Figure 4.
Example of a
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service, wished start date, wished end date and type of food product. For each task, concerned
VC(s) propose two positions: an optimistic position (scheduled alone) named potential position
(PP) and a more probable position (all tasks scheduled) named effective position (EP).
EP (effective start date and effective end date) results from the scheduling with finite capacity
of all the tasks collected by a VC. PP (potential start date and potential end date ) results from
the scheduling with finite capacity of only the considered task. At the end of this phase,
each task owns a WP and several couples of PP and EP (one couple or each VC).

Afterwards, each VS starts the evaluation and validation process. The evaluation
process is to seek the best effective and PP among the positions determined by VC. That is
to say, proposals that are most likely to reach the objective assigned to the VS for each
transport order. Generally, a traditional planning system proposes only one start date and
end date for each task (order). In that case, two position PP and EP are important to choose
among all the positions received from carriers. The advantage of using PP is to help to
determine whether the task should be validated (in validation process) for best EP or it is
worth waiting for an improvement in proposals in the subsequent auction cycles.

3.3 Interaction between shipper enterprise and VS
Each shipper enterprise has its unique VS agent to connect with I-POVES. VS receives and
manages transport orders from shippers in the form of their local ontology and translates
them into the global ontology. For translation, VS comprises alignment of concepts between
them on common semantics. After the planning of transport orders, VS translates these
schedules from the global ontology to shipper’s local ontology terminologies and sends
schedules to the shipper enterprise. VS interacts with the shipper enterprise only in the start
and end of the planning process.

3.4 Interaction between carrier enterprise and VC
Similar to shipper enterprise, each carrier enterprise has its own VC agent to connect with
I-POVES. The VC agent matches and translates the concepts between carrier enterprise’s
local ontology and global ontology. If carrier’s system adhering to I-POVES uses the same
methodology for planning as I-POVES, functioning is more natural and notion of PP and
EP is known by both. If carrier enterprise has a planning system, which proposes only
final confirmed position after scheduling considering all the tasks, final positions
correspond to EP of the I-POVES model. Therefore, in addition to ontology translations
and EP collecting, VC should incorporate a mechanism for determining PPs from the
carrier system. To collect PP, VC has to plan and undo the planning of transporter orders.
If it is not possible, then it cannot be interoperated with I-POVES. Two solutions (a) and
(b) can be adopted to assess PP.

In solution (a), VC sends a request of planning for one task at a time to the carrier system,
sets planning result as PP for that task and then sends a request to the carrier system to
undo that planning. This process is quite simple, but much time and resource consuming.

In solution (b), VC first forms different groups of tasks. Each group contains the tasks
with the same origin, destination and type of food product and identical or nearby WP.
Then, VC takes a single representative task from each group and forms a list of
heterogeneous tasks, having different origin, destination, product type and WP.
VC constructs several such lists until it covers all the groups. VC then sends the list to
the carrier system, one task at a time for planning. When the carrier system finishes
planning of one task, it sends dates to VC, VC sets PP of all the tasks of the corresponding
group and sends request to carrier system to delete the current planning and built a new one
with the next task. VC repeats the process for all the lists. Solution (b) is less time and
resource consuming than (a), but it can deliver approximate results.
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3.5 Global ontology
Global ontology lies in the internal part of I-POVES. Figure 5 illustrates some portion of a
global ontology. Global ontology contains two groups of concepts. One group is related to
transportation planning algorithm concepts, while the other group is related to the concepts
of food products and their constraints.

Transportation concepts used in the global ontology are loosely inspired from the ozone
ontology developed by Becker and Smith (1998) and Smith et al. (2005). Our global ontology
defines the concept “Vehicle,” equipped with “Equipment.” It includes concepts of
“Transporter-order,” “Objective,” and “city.” Geographical locations are represented by a
chain of concepts like: “City,” “Street,” “Zone,” etc. The class “Transportation-mode”
has instances like “Train,” “Road,” “Sea,” etc. Class “Transport-Order” is associated with
class “Product,” containing concepts related to food products.

Concepts of food products in the global ontology are inspired from the work described
in the study by Kolchin and Zamula (2013) and Pizzuti and Mirabelli (2013).
Class “Transport-Order” has object property “has-to-transport” with class “Product.”
Product has two sub-classes, “Food” and “Constraints.” Class “Food” has further two
sub-classes, “Food-Type,” and “Food-Category.” “Food-Type” represents different types
of food products (bakery items, diary, etc.). The association between classes “FoodType”
and “FoodCategory” is represented by the property “HasCategory,” each instance of
“FoodType” is associated with an instance of “FoodCategory.” These instances are
“High-Refrigerated,” “Frozen” and so on. “Constraint” class contains the constraints of
food represented by its instances “Short-ShelfLife,” “Sunlight,” “Humidity,” and sub-class
“Temperature.” Another constraint called compatibility is handled in semantic rules as
shown in Figure 6. The object property “CanTransport” between instances of class
“Vehicle” and instances of class “FoodCategory.” Indeed, we have defined as shown
in Figure 6 SWRL rules, which allow each vehicle according to its resources the
association of the products it can carry.

These are explained as follows:

• Temperature: it has six instances, each associated to a certain temperature limit
represented by data property. For example, one instance is associated to
(Tmin¼−25°, TMax¼+0°) temperatures. Each instance of class “FoodCategory”
is associated to one instance of “Temperature” class.

• Humidity: it is an instance of class “Constraint,” associated with specific food
products directly through object property “hasSensibilityWith.” In our ontology,
authors associate it with product instances like “butter” and “ice cream” of class
“DairyFood.”

• Sunlight: it is an instance of class “Constraint,” associated with all the food products
directly, except the food type of live animals, through object property normally.

• Short-ShelfLife: it is an instance of class “Constraint,” associated with the food types
of “FruitandVegetable,” “MeatProduct,” and “SeaFood” through object property.

• Compatibility: this constraint is handled by object property “hasNoCompatibilityWith.”
It is associated with different food categories, for example, category “Frozen” has no
compatibility with “RoomTemperature” category. If a transport carrier is carrying
products of “DeepFrozen” category, it cannot group with products of
“RoomTemperature” type or vice versa.

Global ontology provides the federation of concepts of shipper and carrier ontologies.
Local ontologies are subjected to evolve. This evolution will cause the enrichment of these
local ontologies, also forcing the enrichment of global ontology at the same time in order to
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Global ontology
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keep the compliance. The use of local and global ontologies provides liberty to shippers and
carriers to work on their own standards without bothering everybody else’s. Example of local
ontologies of shipper and customer system are given in the study by Memon et al. (2014).

3.6 Global functioning of I-POVES
Global functioning of I-POVES is elaborated in eight steps as follows:

• Step 1: interoperating with carrier: VC receives the transporter vehicle and network
information from carrier system in the format of its local ontology.

• Step 2: transformation of transport information into global ontology: VC transforms
carrier information into global ontology and then sends it to the pathfinder agent,
which updates its local database with that information. It constructs a large transport
network combining the different zones operated by carriers.

• Step 3: interoperating with shipper: VS receives the transport orders from shipper in
the form of its local ontology.

• Step 4: transformation of transport orders into global ontology: VS transforms
transport orders into the format of global ontology based on the alignment embedded
in it.

• Step 5: finding the route: all VS agents are invited by the supervisor agent to contact
the Pathfinder agent in order to obtain possible traveling routes for transport orders.
Based on the transportation network graph, Pathfinder agent elaborates for each
managed transport order the traveling route (routing). For order, these are the
sequence of tasks (elementary non-stop displacements), where each task corresponds
to a transport service achieved by transporter vehicle(s).

• Step 6: (scheduling phase 1) start of collaboration process: process of negotiation
between VS and VC through the environment starts with the determination of
WP by VS.

• Step 7: (scheduling phase 2) vehicle agents proposals: in response to the auction,
VC determines PP and EP.

• Step 8: (scheduling phase 3) evaluation and validation of the positions: afterwards,
each VS comes and reads the positions in the environment and starts the evaluation
and validation process as explained in the collaborative process (Archimede and
Coudert, 2001).

4. Application
Case study considered here is shown in Figure 7 and has been extracted from the European
project TECCAS. TECCAS name is derived from the Spanish words “Desarrollo de
TEcnologias orientadas a favorecer la Colaboración entre agentes de la Cadena Alimentaria
de Suministro,”meaning that its objective was the “Development of technologies to promote
collaboration between the actors of food supply chain” in the border area of France and Spain.

Figure 6.
Rules for
compatibility
constraint
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Its duration was two years from 2012 to 2014 and it had four partners two from industry and
two from research. Case study comprises carriers and shippers operating in the cross-border
area of France and Spain, a mountain area, geographically difficult. It contains shipper
companies, one situated in Spain (Shipper-S) and other situated in France (Shipper-F),
and similarly two carriers. One carrier operating in the south of France is called 3PL-F.
Other carrier operates in the north area of Spain and is called 3PL-S. 3PL-F and
3PL-S share an intermediate distribution center at Candanchu city for loading and unloading
goods between France and Spain. Both carriers are specialized in transporting food products
and manage their own fleet of vehicles equipped to maintain certain temperature for different
food products. 3PL-F owns three vehicles and 3PL-S owns four vehicles. In this case study,
it is assumed that all the vehicles have fixed itineraries and fixed pre-calculated timetables of
departure for each elementary non-stop displacement associated with them.

The implementation of this case study is based on the three instances of I-POVES.
One instance is for collaborative purpose and two instances are for local planner for 3PL-F
and 3PL-S. Collaborative I-POVES receives three transport orders from Shipper-F as well as
Shipper-S, through VS(F) and VS(S), respectively, and transforms them into global ontology.

VC(F) and VC(S), after receiving concerned information from 3PL-F and 3PL-S,
respectively, based on their alignment, generate elementary transportation services for each
non-stop elementary displacements. These transport services are then sent to pathfinder

Jaca
Sabinanigo

Biescas
Broto

Candanchu

Fiscal

Bidos

Arudy Lourdes

Laruns

3PLFV1
3PLFV2

3PLFV3

3PLSV1

18min

15km

30min

25km

1h

55km

28min

28km

3PL-F

3PL-S

50min 45km

1h

32min

17km

19min
15km

19min
17km

31min 31km

15min

18km
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3PLSV3 3PLSV4

52km

Figure 7.
Case study from
TECCAS project
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agent to construct a transportation network graph. The pathfinder agent associates a
unique “identifier” to each transport service (see Table I).

Based on these transportation network information, for all the transport orders,
the pathfinder agent determines the routing (example is shown for TO3 and TO4 in Table II).

In this paper, details of the different cycles of auction in collaborative method are not
explained as they are already explained in detail for core SCEP in the study by Archimede
and Coudert (2001). Figure 8 illustrates the planning results generated by 3PL-F local

Identifier Transport service Identifier Transport services

1 FromBidosToArudyforRefrigerated 2 FromArudyToBidosRefregerated
3 FromArudyToLourdesforFrozen 4 FromLourdesToArudyfor Frozen
5 FromLarunsToArudyforRefrigerated 6 FromArudyToLarunsforRefrigerated
7 – 8 –
9 – 10 –

Table I.
Transport services
stored in I-POVES
database

Transport order Route Transport service Duration

TO3 1 FromBidosToArudyforReferigerated 30 min
FromArudyToLarunsforRefrigerated 18 min

TO4 2 FromBiescasToSabinanigoRefrigerated 19 min
From SabinanigoToJacaRefrigerated 15 min
– –
– –

Table II.
Routing determined
by Pathfinder

Figure 8.
Planning generated
by 3PL-F I-POVES
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planner in the form of Gantt charts: from order perspective (GANTT TO window,
top of Figure 8), from vehicle perspective and service perspective (GANTT VEHICLE
window, bottom of Figure 8).

GANTT TO window contains a list of transport orders on the vertical axis, the time on
the horizontal axis and their corresponding scheduled tasks inside the chart. On top of the
GANTT TO, there is list of vehicles represented by a unique color. Same color of the task
and vehicle indicates which vehicle is transporting this task. GANTT VEHICLE window
contains a list of vehicles of 3PL-F on the vertical axis, the time on the horizontal axis and
tasks inside the chart. On top of the GANTT VEHICLE window, list of transport orders are
represented by a unique color. Same color of task and transport order represents that this
vehicle is executing the task for that particular transport order. All the colored tasks in
GANTT VEHICLE show individual tasks. Tasks with red boundary and sky blue crosses
represent consolidated tasks. In I-POVES, a simple consolidation criteria is implemented
based on order timing and vehicle capacity. After matching the product category,
if a transport order’s WP coincides with other for vehicle’s departure and if vehicle has
enough capacity to carry both, then I-POVES consolidates both orders. 3PL-F plans total of
five tasks consolidation of order 1 and 2 (both belong to Frozen category), orders 4 and 5
(Refrigerated category) and orders 3 and 5 (Refrigerated category).

Figure 9 illustrates the planning results generated by 3PL-S local planner.
3PL-S proposes total of three tasks consolidation of order 1 and 2 (Frozen category).

Finally, Figure 10 represents the collaborative planning of both 3PL-F and 3PL-S
together for the delivery of all six transport orders generated by collaborative I-POVES.

Objective of this case study is to show the functioning of I-POVES in a simplified
manner. It will be further tested with much larger data sets in order to illustrate its
efficiency. As this approach is different from all the approaches found in the literature,
authors cannot clearly compare this approach with other collaborative transportation
planning approaches.

Figure 9.
Planning generated
by 3PL-S I-POVES
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Figure 10.
Planning generated by
collaborative I-POVES
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5. Limitations and perspective
I-POVES does not take into account at this stage perturbation during transportation and
reactive strategies to handle them; however, reactive strategies are implemented in its
ancestor model SCEP. They just need to be adapted in I-POVES. I-POVES does not
consider the different cost structures of different type of products: frozen, refrigerated,
normal, etc. I-POVES does not have any mechanism to divide the transport order
product quantity among multiple vehicles, in case if one vehicle lacks the capacity to
transport it completely.

Future directions include first and immediate perspective to implement work on
limitations presented above. Second, to study state of the art of tracing and tracking
methods and approaches and consider the food security information such as origin, lot,
manufacturing date, best before date, etc. in order to improve planning. Third, researching
price negotiation mechanism and consider product weight and size parameters. Finally,
testing the I-POVES model with a large data set and improve the GUI visualization of the
scheduling results.

6. Conclusion
In order to deliver the food products in small quantities in difficult zones or inside cities, a
model I-POVES is proposed, which simulates a marketplace for offering and acquiring
transport services. I-POVES is an extension of the generic SCEP model. I-POVES’s
functionality, however, is not limited into these difficult zones, but its generic nature
elevates its utilization in case of transportation planning of large volumes and faraway
locations. I-POVES facilitates collaboration between carriers and their shippers through its
active agents. I-POVES is embedded with a global ontology that contains all shared
concepts used by local ontologies of both shippers and carriers. Shippers demand delivery
of food products, where each product is associated with certain perishability constraints.
Carriers on the other hand possess transport resources, which have their own characteristics
to load different food products. I-POVES planning mechanism handles the correspondences
between these transport resources characteristics and products perishability constraints in
order to facilitate the consolidation of transport orders and fill up the transport resource
capacity at maximum, reduce the number of travels. The reduction in number of transport
travels not only yield the reduction of transportation cost but also the reduction in CO2
emission. The reduction in CO2 emission will lead to a decrease in the environmental
pollution and will cause positive effect on people’s health. A reduction in the transport cost
will cause a reduction in product prices that will make global impact of reduction on overall
inflation rate. Future directions for our work include studying the load consolidation
mechanisms at the planning level, introducing tracking and tracking methods, considering
product size, weight and volume particulars, etc.
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